1. The Dose Report is created according to the DICOM standard, which summarizes examination data and dose values as a DICOM Structured Report (SR). The Dose Report is created automatically by the system at the end of an examination and can be found in the Patient Browser.

2. The Dose Report can be enabled/disabled in the configuration via Options > Configuration > Examination > Workflow:

   **System reboot is necessary for changes to take place**


   Select the Dose Report icon from the content area of the Patient Browser. The Load Report icon then becomes available.

   **The DICOM SR Viewer license is necessary to view DICOM SR data on the system, but the Dose Report can still be transferred elsewhere.**
4. Transfer the Dose Report

The Dose Report can be programmed to automatically transfer to one or two transfer nodes in the configuration via Options > Configuration > Examination > Workflow:

5. Export the Dose Report

Once opened, the Dose Report can be exported in a variety of different formats:

Hints:

The Dose Report is created after you close the patient and the E-logbook is confirmed.

When a study is continued, a new dose report is created which only contains dose information for the new scans.